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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

HUMANITARIAN DEMINING R&D PROGRAM

Traxx
Remotecontrolled
mower for
vegetation
removal

Traxx is a commercial remote controlled vegetation cutter capable of working
in steep and rough terrain. It features rubber tracks with steel spikes able to
negotiate slopes up to 60 degrees. The manufacturer installed remote control
has a working range up to 1000 feet. During technical testing, the 52” wide
brush cutting attachment cut and mulched saplings and heavy brush, leaving
very little debris behind.
TRAXX has also undergone technical testing with two additional attachments.
Emergency
stops

Self-cleaning
reversible fan

Steel cleats on
rubber tracks
52” height-adjustable
brush cutter

STATUS
Two systems were are in
Cambodia for
operational field
evaluations by the Mines
Advisory Group and The
HALO Trust. The two
systems combined have 2
cleared over 690,700 m
to date.

The in-house designed and fabricated Sparrow attachment is designed to lift
AP mines out of the ground and deposit them to the side of the TRAXX for
subsequent disposal. The HD R&D Program also tested a new tiller
attachment in that allows TRAXX to support technical survey and AP mine
clearance.
Other commercial attachments useful for humanitarian mine action are
available for the system. One example is a stump grinder/trenching tool that
gives TRAXX the capability to perform point excavation tasks such as opening
holes adjacent to unexploded ordnance and removing larger vegetation (trees
up to 20 cm in diameter).

Distribution Statement A: Approved for public release.

FEATURES
 Remote controlled with
up to four cameras
 Multipurpose, skid-steer
chassis
 Attachments for vegetation cutting, tilling and
mine clearance (Sparrow)

AP mine clearing Sparrow attachment
TRAXX with vegetation cutter attachment
during technical test

APPLICATIONS

Additional commercial attachments
applicable to demining and UXO
clearance are available such as this
stump grinder/trencher

 Technical survey
 Vegetation clearance
 AP mine clearance

TRAXX SPECIFICATIONS

US Army RDECOM CERDEC NVESD
info@nvl.army.mil
10221 Burbeck Road
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060-5806 USA
www.humanitarian-demining.org

Engine
Max Speed
Weight
Height
Length
Width
Cutting Width

3 cyl, 40 hp Isuzu
6 mph
2800 lb /
46 in /
106 in /
56 in /
52 in /
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